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ABSTRACT Recent advances in the film industry have given rise to exponential growth in movie/drama
production and adaptation of the Big Data concept. Automatic identification and classification of movie
characters have received tremendous attention from researchers due to its applications in video semantic
analysis, video summarization, and personalized video retrieval for which several methods have been
recently presented. However, these methods cannot detect main characters properly due to their variation in
pose and style in different scenes of amovie. To address this problemwe present DeepStar, a novel framework
for starring character identification based on deep high-level robust features. The proposed framework is
threefold: the extraction of shots with clear faces from the input video; face clustering using discriminative
deep features; and the occurrence matrix generation, helping in the selection of starring characters. The
promising results obtained using representative Hollywood movies demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method in detecting starring characters over the state-of-the-art methods.

INDEX TERMS Big data, face detection, starring character identification, knowledge discovery, movie
analysis, deep learning, clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Developments in multimedia technology have a key role in
the exponential growth of video content on the internet and
has several applications in various fields including image
and video retrieval, human actions and activity recognition
and summarization [1]. One of the categories in these videos
is movie data [2]. More than 4.7 million titles (i.e. for
movies and episodes) are found on a single online database,
IMDb (Internet Movie Database) [3]. Besides data, the film
industry has a remarkable share in the budgets of developed
countries. According to [4], the global film industry revenue
was 38.3 billion USD in 2016, and a healthy projection for the
year 2020 is 49.3 billion USD. In such an important industry,
better media content description, indexing and organization
are the key points, so that users can easily browse, skim
and retrieve content of interest [5]. Generally, the story of a
movie is delivered by the characters through their acting and
appearance, which provides meaningful presentation of the
video content. Hence, characters are one of the most impor-
tant contents to index, and character identification becomes a
critical step in film semantic analysis [6], [7].

Extensive research efforts based on the identification of
movie characters have been investigated in literature, with
different applications in movies. For instance, Name-it [8]

is the first method designed for news videos to identify
anchors. The concept of naming characters using textual cues
(script, subtitles and cast list) is used for the alignment of
subtitles and indexing scenes or shots in a movie [9]–[14].
In other works [15], [16], character identification is adopted
for scene segmentation. Similarly, actor-basedmovie summa-
rization [6], [17] is mostly used for automatic movie trailer
generation.

The available literature for character identification can be
classified into two major categories: cast list-based [18]–[26]
and matching-based approaches [27]–[32]. Character iden-
tification based on textual cues (script, subtitle or closed
caption) are matching-based approaches. In such schemes,
a text analysis module is also required to extract the names
of characters automatically. In cast list-based approaches,
faces with similar appearance (single character) are grouped
together using clustering techniques and names from the cast
list are then given to each cluster manually. Hence, no textual
processing is involved for the automatic assigning of a
name to a character. Our DeepStar approach belongs to this
category.

Unsupervised learning based techniques like clustering
have beenwidely used for different computer vision problems
such as rating prediction and objects segmentation [33]–[36].
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Similarly, the cast list problem is handled by Zhang et al. [5]
through clustering and automatic cast list generation in
movies. In this method, they utilize graph matching to cre-
ate an association between the face and name affinity net-
works which are extracted from the video and script file.
Faces are tracked using face track clustering and, for appli-
cation, relationships between characters are mined using
social network analysis. A similar approach is proposed by
Yang and Hauptmann [18], but this method is based on
speech transcript, which predicts the match between text and
face in the current video frame. In another work [19], they
formulated the face-name problem as a multi-instance learn-
ing (MIL) problem [20]. They focus on partially labelled data
to train a model in the anonymity judgement of faces, which
results in less user effort to collect. Thismethod is also limited
only to news videos. A cast list-based approach proposed by
Arandjelovic and Cipolla [9] employs anisotropic manifold
space to determine the cast list automatically. They mainly
focus on changes of facial appearance caused by extrinsic
imaging factors. Ramanan et al. [21] suggest a technique in
which frontal faces are first grouped together, constructing a
colour histogram model for face, hair and torso to track the
same face in upcoming frames. The main theme of this work
was building large and labelled datasets of faces by leveraging
archival videos.

Identifying an individual in videos based on 3D model of
the individual face is proposed by Mark and Zisserman [22].
They utilize a tree-structured classifier to detect the indi-
vidual and estimate the pose over a very wide range scale
and poses. Cast2Face [23] is another work presented by
Mengdi et al. to identify characters using multi-task joint
sparse representation. Their work includes retrieving web
images of a particular character for training. The real name
of the actor is then mapped using the cast list to identify the
character name. The cast list-based approaches are simple and
easy to implement because they do not have an additional
module for textual cues, but manual labelling of clustering
is laborious. Matching-based approaches are further divided
into local and global matching approaches. The textual cues
in local matching-based approaches are subtitles and close
caption, while global matching-based schemes rely on script
or screenplay. Zhang et al. [10] suggest a technique of global
matching of name and faces from movie and film script.
Faces are grouped into clusters corresponding to character
and build a face network according to face co-occurrence
relationships. Similarly, a name network is built according
to name co-occurrence relationships and, finally, characters
are identified after face-name association through hypergraph
matching and relationship mining. A similar approach is pre-
sented in the earlier version of their work [27]. Cour et al. [28]
utilize the readily available time-stamped resource, closed
captions, which is demonstrated to be more reliable than
optical character recognition based subtitles. Their work
mainly focuses on overcoming the problem of local alignment
between video, screenplay and closed captions.

The above methods show distinctive results and are con-
vincing in the literature on character identification, but they
have certain limitations. For instance, text/face matching
schemes are highly dependent on two different modalities,
which makes the system not implementable in every sort
of environment. Similarly, the existing cast list-based sys-
tems use low-level features for clustering and can easily be
affected by illumination or different scale and pose of the
same actor’s face, which limits it only to simple scenes.
To tackle these problems, we propose a novel deep learning-
based framework for character identification in movie data.
Our system is not limited only to simple movie scenes but
proves valuable and precise even for complex scenes because
of its robustness.

In this paper, we use raw videos (without script or subti-
tles) to identify starring characters in movie scenes. Unlike
other methods that use simple face detection for clustering,
we present face detection as a part of the problem. Hence,
considering only starring characters for clustering, our face
detection methodology detects only focused characters. Deep
features are extracted using the detected faces followed by
clustering. An occurrence matrix is then constructed from the
clusters to identify starring characters. The main contribu-
tions of this article are summarized as follows:

1. Considering the phenomenon that a starring character
in a shot appears on the screen with clear represen-
tation (i.e. closeup, centroid and focused), we added
three constraints on face detection that help us to select
only focused characters. This strategy gives promising
results in clustering by removing the unwanted faces.

2. The dominance of deep features over hand-crafted fea-
tures has been proved in many recent studies. We have
investigated it for starring character identification using
a pre-trained VGG face recognition model for facial
features representation.

3. Clustering approaches which require input to create
N number of clusters are not effective for a dynamic
environment such as movie data. Therefore, an adop-
tive clustering approach is used to effectively cluster
actor faces to generate an occurrencematrix for starring
character identification.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the details of DeepStar for detecting starring
characters in movie data. Experimental results and discussion
are presented in Section III, followed by the conclusion and
future work in Section IV.

II. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
Our proposed method is divided into three main modules:
1) pre-processing, which includes shots segmentation and
face detection; 2) face clustering using deep CNN features;
and 3) starring characters’ determination based on an occur-
rence matrix. The overall framework is given in Figure 1 and
the details of all three modules are given in the subsequent
sections.
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FIGURE 1. Overall framework of DeepStar for detecting starring characters in a movie.

A. PREPROCESSING
To get shots with faces only, first we segmented the input
video into shots using a histogram-based method [37]. For
face detection, we used a multitask cascaded network [38],
but this face detector detects almost every face in the frame
and our focus is on the starring characters only. To solve this
problem, we added three additional constraints to avoid faces
with side pose, blur and small size. The side pose face images
are simply ignored using the five points detected on the face
by the same face detecting method.

To check the blurriness of cropped face images, we con-
volve the face imagewith the Laplacian operator and compute
the variance as a single floating point value [39]. If the value
falls below a predefined threshold, we mark the image as
blurry and discard it. We performed experiments on sev-
eral face images and set the threshold equal to 40 for the
blur check. To avoid small detected faces, we calculate the
percentage of face portion, such that if it is less than 10%
of the frame, we discard it. Comparison of face detection
technique used in [38] and our strategy with constraints are
given in Figure 2.

B. DEEP FACIAL FEATURES EXTRACTION
AND CLUSTERING
Due to the recent intelligent integration of deep learning
with high computational power, machines can now recognize
objects, motion, activities and speech in real time [40]–[42].
However, high computational devices are expensive and not
reliable for startup companies in underdeveloped countries.
To solve the problem of expensive devices, we need a
lightweight deep learning model which can be run on aver-
age computational power devices. Furthermore, the learning
mechanism of a new deep model requires a huge amount

FIGURE 2. Face detection problem. (a) Face detection used in [38]
(b) Face detection with additional constraints of our strategy.

of data, the parameters of which take many days to learn
on expensive machines. Therefore, many recent studies have
used a pre-trained deep learning model to solve different
problems. Many deep CNN models have been presented
for image classification since 2012 and have achieved sig-
nificant accuracies on large-scale datasets, such as Ima-
geNet. Every deep model has its own merits and demerits.
In this study, we are using deep features of a pre-trained
Deep Face [43] model for face representation. Deep Face
is trained on 2.6 million images of 2,622 celebrities from
different regions of the world. This huge dataset is very
challenging because of the different views and poses of the
actors. We have chosen the Deep Face model because it
is trained on face data, unlike other deep models which
are trained on the ImageNet dataset, containing generic
images with additional objects in addition to faces. Therefore,
we argue that Deep Face has the ability to represent faces with
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TABLE 1. Deep face CNN model configuration details, including layer type, stride, padding, size and dimensions of the filters.

learned features. Moreover, it is proved through our experi-
ments that deep features of this model are effective for facial
images’ representation.

The architecture of the Deep Face CNNmodel is explained
in Table 1. The initial layers are convolved by 3x3 kernels
with one padding and one stride. The small kernel size makes
the model lightweight by reducing the number of learning
parameters, and the small size stride help us to learn all
possible patterns in the visual data. It can be seen from
Table 1 that in the Deep Face model, not every convolutional
layer is followed by a pooling layer, and two or three consec-
utive convolutional layers allow the model to learn discrim-
inative patterns effectively. The Deep Face model contains
three fully connected layers, where the FC_6and FC_7 layers
extract 4,096 features each, and the last FC_8 layer extracts
2,622 features.Many recent studies on analysing intermediate
layers of CNN models have proved that the initial layers of
the CNNmodel capture the local patterns in images, and final
layers are the global representation of visual data [44]–[46].
Therefore, we have used features of the final layer of the Deep
Face CNNmodel to cluster actor faces inmovie videos to find
starring characters.

The next step is to make clusters of the similar faces
based on the extracted deep features from the FC_8 layer
of Deep Face CNN model. We used deep adaptive cluster-
ing (DAC) [47] for two main reasons.
• Clustering of character faces in movies is a dynamic
problem where we cannot specify the total number of
characters to be appeared in a movie scene in advance.
Thus, traditional clustering algorithms like K-mean and
other need a prior knowledge about the number of clus-
ters K, thereforeDACbest fits in this scenario and allows
us to dynamically select the total number of clusters in
a movie.

• DAC is specially designed for high dimensional
deep features which performs clustering task using
a binary pairwise classification to check whether or
not pairs of extracted features belong to the same
cluster. In contrast, traditional clustering methods fail
to process high dimensional deep features. Further,
DAC measures the similarity of features using cosine
distance.

Figure 3 shows the robustness of our clustering method—
i.e., sample images from a single cluster from the movie
Notting Hill in which the same characters, Anna Scott and
William Thacker, with different facial expressions and hair
styles, are clustered in the same respective clusters.

FIGURE 3. Sample images from clustered images of characters (a) Anna
Scott and (b) William Thacker from the movie Notting Hill with various
appearances.

FIGURE 4. Flow chart for occurrence matrix generation.

C. STARRING CHARACTER DETERMINATION
Starring characters have a greater impact on viewers than
other characters: therefore, their appearance on the screen is
more important than other characters. Based on this obser-
vation, we give preference to a cluster with maximum points
as a starring character, and the clusters with the second and
third most points are considered the next important charac-
ters, respectively. Figure 4 represents the flow to obtain the
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TABLE 2. Information of the evaluation data.

TABLE 3. Face detection accuracy.

occurrence matrix which we use to determine the starring
character.

A single row in the occurrence matrix represents the
appearance of all characters in the scene N, while each col-
umn represents the appearance of a particular character in all
the scenes. The overall appearance of a character over the
scenes can be analysed for starring character identification
for the movie. Alongside this, our method can be applied to
a single scene of a movie to detect the starring character for
the specific scene.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We use seven movies of different genres to evaluate the
proposed method. A detailed description of the testing data
is given in Table 2. For the ground truth, we referred to one
of the largest online movie databases, IMDb [3], from where
all the cast details about each movie were obtained. We con-
ducted three sets of experiments to evaluate the face detection
and clustering accuracy, and finally compared the starring
characters detected by our system with the generated ground
truth. For easy understanding, we explained the results for the
movie Notting Hillmore broadly, while the rest of results are
shown as average graphs and figures.

A. PERFORMANCE OF FACE DETECTION
The number of detected faces in all frames of a typical movie
is up to 100,000, derived from a few hundred shots [27].
Hence we conducted an evaluation experiment on three
scenes, S1, S2 and S3, from the movie Notting Hill, in which
each shot contains a face. Table 3 shows the detail of the
selected scenes where ‘face shots’ and ‘detected shots’ rep-
resent the total number of shots with faces and the number
of shots in which a face is detected using the multi-task
cascaded network used in [38] with additional constraints.
Due to additional constraints, this evaluation is shots-based
because we are not detecting every face in the frame. It can
be observed from Table 4 that our strategy for detecting faces
improves the clustering results.

FIGURE 5. Precision recall curves for all testing movies (M1–M7) and
average precision curve of all movies at different recall levels.

B. PERFORMANCE OF CLUSTERING
Due to the dynamic nature of movies, we cannot predict the
number of characters in a single scene, indicating that the
number of clusters is not known in advance. Hence, in our
case, adaptive clustering best fits the scenario. To evaluate the
performance of clustering, consider C1, C2. . . .CN as clusters
for each character, A1, A2. . . ..AN , respectively. The preci-
sion (P) and recall (R) for each cluster is calculated using
Equation (1) and Equation (2).

Precison (P) =
# of faces correctly clustered for A(K )

total # of clustered faces in C(K )
(1)

Recall (R) =
total # of clustered faces in C(K )

total # of faces in A(K )
(2)

Here, the term ‘precision’ means the proportion of cor-
rectly clustered faces, and ‘recall’ is the proportion of total
clustered faces [48]. We present detailed clustering results of
four scenes from the movie Notting Hill in Table 4. Precision
at recall 0.8 for individual clusters of each character in a scene
where faces are detected using DP2MFD [49], MCCN [38]
and using our strategy are given in Table 4. Figure 5 illustrates
the average precision of all the testing movies (M1–M7) at
different recall. It is observed from our experiments that the
clustering accuracy of action movies (M3 and M5) is lower
than others due to the fast movement of faces and illumina-
tion. Moreover, the main character in M3 is playing the role
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TABLE 4. Clustering accuracy based on different face detection methods for the movie Notting Hill.

FIGURE 6. Character centrality values for the movie Notting Hill. (a) Centrality values in detected character order; (b) Descending order of
centrality.

of a spy, where she changes her face using different masks
throughout the movie, degrading the clustering accuracy.

C. EVALUATION OF STARRING
CHARACTERS’ DETERMINATION
In this section we evaluate the determined starring characters
for movies given in Table 2. Generally, main characters have
greater influence than other characters, so their appearance on
the screen is also longer. Based on this, the overall appearance
of a character in the movie is determined by adding all the
shots in which he/she appears. Such an approach for deter-
mining starring character is referred to as centrality value in
terms of clustering [50].

We calculate the centrality value Cent of each character Ai
in a movie using Equation (3):

Cent (Ai) =
∑

j
Sj =


1, if Ai ∈ Sj

0, otherwise

(3)

where Sj is jth shot which can be obtained from the occurrence
matrix. There may be more than one starring character in a
movie: hence, selecting the top appearing character or select-
ing more than one character based on a threshold is not a suit-
able approach due to the diverse nature of movies. Therefore,
the calculated centrality values for each character are first
sorted in descending order, and the difference between every
two adjacent centrality values then calculated. The maximum
difference value obtained is the boundary between the star-
ring and other characters. We take the movie Notting Hill as
an example for detailed explanation. Figure 6(a) represents a
graph for the movie Notting Hill showing the appearance of
different characters in the overall shots. In Figure 6(b), it can
be observed that characters 1 and 2 have a significant gap
from the rest of the characters. Hence, these characters are
determined as the starring characters.

To evaluate the overall accuracy [50] of the lead charac-
ters for a movie, let’s say that SC = {lc1, lc2,.., lcl} is a
set of starring characters in ground truth and SC’ = {uc1,
uc2,.., uch} is the set of starring characters determined by the
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TABLE 5. Overall accuracy for starring character determination.

proposed system. Here l and h are the set numbers for
SC and SC’. So, the overall accuracy is calculated using
Equation (4).

Aoverall =

∑h
i=1 δiC(uci)∑l
i=1 C(lci)


δi = 1 if uci ∈ SC

δi = 0 otherwise

(4)

Herein, C(.) is the centrality value for each character and δi
indicates whether or not uci is included in the SC. Table 5 rep-
resents the performance of starring character determination.
The second and third columns of Table 5 show ground truth
obtained from IMDb and starring characters identified by the
proposed system, respectively. The last column represents the
accuracy for each movie using Equation (4). It is clear from
Table 5 that the performance of the method is excellent and
satisfactory. Except forM2 andM7, all the starring characters
are accurately confirmed. We assign the prospective result
that starring characters appear in almost all the scenes of the
movie.

IV. CONCLUSION
Starring character identification is a hot area of research in
which several hand-engineered and learned representation-
based methods are presented. In this article, we presented
DeepStar, a threefold scheme for starring characters’ iden-
tification in movies. Firstly, the pre-processing module of the
proposed scheme segments the video into shots and detects
faces. Next, it applies some constraints to obtain very clear
faces which are input to the next step. The pre-processing step
ensures that faces are extracted from each shot of the movie
where any character is present, thus preserving the accuracy
of presence of each character from each shot. Next, the non-
blurry faces are input to the feature extraction module, where
face deep features are extracted for face clustering. Based
on these features, faces are clustered into several groups
depending on the number of characters. Finally, characters are
identified through the occurrence matrix computed from the
clusters. This work mainly focuses on the main characters’
identification, which can be a baseline for movie analysis
including summarization, indexing and retrieval.
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